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Question:
What is the full nature of the relationship between myself
and the man I know called R?

Your Reading
In order to explore the question fully, I did two 9-Card readings, one using a keycard,
one without
Reading 1
In this reading, I used the Man as the keycard to reveal a little more about "R" in this
situation. The cards I drew were as follows:

Communication-Journey-Emotion/Creativity
Protection-Man-Love
Joy/Success-Maturity-Younger Person
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Note that the Man, the Lily and the Child all appear in this reading. I am assuming
that the Child card represents you in this scenario.
Overall
Overall, this reading shows this man to be a protective, perhaps physically strong or
large individual on a journey of some kind or who travels a lot (Ship-Bear), an older
or more mature protector (Bear-Lily), a loving or caring older man (Lily-Heart)
on a journey that has to do with love or passions, or who is a travel-lover (HeartShip).
About
His role in the context of this question is that he is on journey that has something to
do with communication, perhaps communication about a trip or even the passing on
of messages (Birds-Ship). It is an emotional or creative-related journey (ShipMoon) and the communication is emotional or creative in nature, possibly even
psychic (Birds-Moon).
Answer to reading question:
The nature of your relationship with this man is that he is loving and protective, a
loving man and protector (Bear-Man-Heart), perhaps a mentor figure.
Additional information
The cards indicate later-in-life success or happiness, older person's happiness (SunLily), a younger person's happiness (Sun-Child), the pairing of a younger person
with someone older (Lily-Child), or the younger person's maturity or maturation
(Lily-Child).
The Past
The cards show him as a successful protector or mentor in the past, with positive
communications and successful conversations. He's been a positive force &
successful communicator. (Birds-Bear-Sun)
The Present
Now he is an older man travelling or on a journey of some kind that has to do with
his life experiences (Ship-Man-Lily)
The Future
The cards indicate that his future involves loving feelings and emotions from
someone younger and something to do with your love life. (Moon-Heart-Child)
The Past to The Future
The cards show that moving from the past to the future is communication between
this man and you, the younger person in the relationship (Birds-Man-Child), and
his creative or emotional success and happiness (Sun-Man-Moon.)
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Reading 2
This reading was done without a keycard in answer to your question "What is the full
nature of the relationship between myself and R?". The cards I drew were as follows:

Home-Knowledge-Fate
Karma-Lasting-Luck
Emotion/Creativity-Love-News/Writing
At the centre of this reading is the Anchor, suggesting permanence, something
long-lasting or forever.
Overall
Overall the nature of your relationship with this man contains a sense of permanance
and something long-lasting, with a a strong element of spiritual or karmic learning
in love (Book-Tree-Heart) and a a positive and happy love life. (Heart-Clover)
The relationship has a revelatory aspect to it and involves making fortunate
discoveries and understanding (Clover-Book)
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About
Sitting at the top of the reading is a strong sense of self-knowledge or of hidden parts
of the self (House-Book), possibly a spiritual homecoming of sorts (House-Key)
and some important or revelatory knowledge or understanding (Book-Key).
Answer to reading question:
The full nature of your relationship with R is to do with a long and lasting
spirituality, health and wellbeing (Tree-Anchor), lucky karma (Tree-Clover), and
lasting good fortune (Anchor-Clover)
Additional information
There are loving feelings associated with this relationship (Moon-Heart) and
passionate creativity. It has a connection, too, with written creativity or writing down
feelings (Moon-Letter); poetry, perhaps, writing about love, romantic messages
(Letter-Heart)
The Past
The past of the relationship between you has involved some kind of spiritual home,
feeling at home spiritually, psychic or emotional link (House-Tree-Moon)
The Present
The cards indicate that the nature of the relationship between you at the current time
is one of lasting knowledge about long term love and perhaps, love secrets and
discoveries. A lasting love story. (Book-Anchor-Heart)
The Future
The future between you seems to involve significant and perhaps fated good fortune,
possibly a written answer of some kind or a highly significant message, and lucky
news or good luck with written projects. (Key-Clover-Letter).
The Past to The Future
Moving from the past to the future, this relationship involves a stable or long-term
sense of being at home; deeds to a house or writing home or self; something written
and lasting, a legacy, a permanent record. (House-Anchor-Letter)
It also involves longstanding emotions or creativity, very significant feelings or
important signs and provides a lasting solution or answer to something. (MoonAnchor-Key)
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Reading Summary
Q: What is the full nature of the relationship between myself and R?
This appears to be a highly significant relationship with an extremely strong and
lasting spiritual, fated, or karmic component. This man seems to be on a journey of
sorts and, as someone older than you, has a great deal to teach you about love, about
yourself and about maturation. He appears to have a sort of mentoring role with
you, and is highly loving and protective, although he may come and go from your
life at times, as he is always on the move. You feel at home with him in many ways
and he unlocks something within you. You have much to learn about life and love
from the communication between you, which is significant and appears to have a
strong creative or even psychic/telephathic element; perhaps creative interests,
particularly around written projects, are something that you share. Your
relationship with him, although it may seem unusual, brings you luck and good
fortune in your creative life and love. You appear to be emotionally and possibly
spiritually linked, and your association will bring you the answers you need.

Disclaimer:
All Lozzy's Lenormand readings are for entertainment purposes only and no guarantee can be given
as to the accuracy of a reading. All users are responsible for their own life choices and decisions.
Lozzy's Lenormand is not qualified to give legal, medical, financial or other advice. If a user requires
advice of this kind, they should seek a suitable licensed professional. Please note that this reading
service is confidential and strictly for over-18s only.
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